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ABSTRACT 

Heat conduction problems with temperature-dependent strong «wees are modeled 
by an equation with a lapháan term, a linear term and a given source distribution term. 
When the lmear-tempeiatiire-dependent source term ie much burger then the lapleeian 
term, we hare a singular perturbation problem. In this case, boundary layers are formed 
to satisfy the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Although this is an elliptic equation, 
the standard Galerkhi method eolation b contaminated by eporions nuciUntione in the 
neighborhood of the boundary layer*. Herein we employ a Galerldm/Gradkntrleast-
squares method which eliminates aD pathological phenomena of the Gakrkin method. 
The method is constructed by adding to the Galerldn method a mesh-dependent term 
obtained by the least-squares form of the gradient of the Ealer-Lafnmge equation. Error 
estimates, numerical simulations in one- and nmlti-dimensions are given that attest the 
good stability and accuracy properties of the method. 

RESUMO 

Problemas de condução de calor com k <•«* acentuadas variando com a temperatura 
afio modelados por uma equação com um termo l&pladano, um termo linear e um termo 
de distribuição de fonte dado. Quando o termo linear é muito maior que o termo 
laplaciano, obtem-se um problema de perturbação singular. Neste caso, camadas limite 
são formadas para satisfazer as condições de contorno de Dirichlet. Apesar de ser uma 
equação ehpttca, a solução pelo método convencional de Galerldr é contaminada por 
oscilações espúrias na vfoinhanca das camadas limites. Neste artigo é utilizado o método 
de Galerlró/imnimoe-quadradofrgradiente que elimina todos os fenômenos patológicos 
do método de Galerkin. O método é construído adkmnnndo»B8 ao método de Gakninn 
um termo dependente da malha obtido pel» forma de nunimos-quadrados do gradiente 
da equação de Eukr-Lagrange. Estimativas de erro, siirmlacóws numéricas em uma e 
mnlti-dimensões são dados que atestam a boa estabilidade e acnracidade do método. 
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ABSTRACT •. 

Heat conduction problem* with temperature-dependent strong sources 
are modeled by as equation with a laplaáan term, a linear term and a 
given source distribution term. When the linear-temperature-dependent 
source term is much iarger than the laplacian term, we have a singular 
perturbation problem. In this case, boundary layers are formed to satisfy 
the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Although this is an elliptic equation, 
the standard Galerkin method solution is contaminated by spurious os
cillations in the neighborhood of the boundary layers. Herein we employ 
a Galerkm/Gradient-least-squares method which eliminates all patholog
ical phenomena of the Galerkin method. The method is constructed by 
adding to the Galerkin method a mesh-dependent term obtained by die 
least-squares form of the gradient of the Euler-Lagrange equation. Error 
estimates, numerical simulations in one- and multi-dimensions are given 
that attest the good stability and accuracy properties of the method. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Most of what is known as finite element method ha* been restricted 
to the Galerkin method. However spurious oscillations, locking and other 
undesirable features may appear when applying the Galerkin method to 
this structures, mcompressible media, fluid flows, etc 

b the past fire years a methodology has been proposed thai con
sists in adding least-squares forms of the Euler-Lagrange equations to 
the standard Galerkin method (see (2] and references therein). We will 
refer to these as Galerku/Lsast-square* methods. Convergence of these 
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methods have been shown for various problems employing talher simple 
interpolations. 

Nevertheless even the Gslerkin/Least-sqtmres method does not al
ways suffice. That is particularly true for the heat conduction problem 
governed by the following equation 

^ « - f ' A » ^ / (1) 

where a*, f9 and /are given functions and «is the scalar unknown (tem
perature). The standard Galerkin method presents spurious oscillations 
for small values of the ratio <'/*'• Employment of the Gafcrkin/Least-
squares method does not cure the shortcomings either, since the least-
equates form of (1) only contributes to Zs-etability, which is already 
present in the Galerkin method. 

To attack this problem, a new methodology was proposed by the 
authors is [l]. The method consists in adding to the Galerkin method, 
a least-squares form of the jraiitni cf the Eukr-Lagrange equation (1). 
This procedure enhances stability in the H1 semi-norm. This provides 
the resulting formulation with a control on derivatives. The method is 
denoted by Galerkin/Gradient-least-squares (GGLS). 

An outline of the paper follows. In Section 2 the GGLS method is 
derived for the one-dimensional version of equation (1). In Section 3 the 
method is presented for the multidimensional case and error estimates 
are recalled. In Section 4 it is shown that the equations that govern heat 
exchangers reduce to the form of equation (1) and numerical results are 
presented. 

2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

Defined on the open unit interval, equation (1) in one dimension is: 

<r»ti-«*«, .•-0 (2) 

c and « are physical parameters, assumed constant in the subsequent 
analysis, and «,M it the second derivative of « with respect to the inde
pendent variable * (= â*«/aV). 

The model boundary-value problem which consists in finding u, sat
isfying (2), such that 

u(0) = 0 and « ( l ) s l (I) 

! 
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has M exact soratioo 

.f,l - « P ( - » » / « ) - « P ( — A ) tA 

* W " exp(-» /e) -«p( , /«) W 

Let as define the following Hubert i 

H - {• € lf»(0,1)|«(0) - 0,.(1) - 1 } (5) 

# » « { « € 2^0 , l ) |«(0)«i . ( l ) .O) (6) 

where 1T!(0,1) is the space of functions possessing sqpaxe-integrable 
derivatives cm the unit interval. 

To approximate this problem consider a partition of the unit interval 
0 s= «o < «l < . . . < *».i — 1 where *« is the coordinute of the end point 
of the e^-etement and fid ia the total number of elements. The domam of 
each element < k 0* = (*«_i ,*«),«=* 1,. . . , n,j and the mesh parameter 
is denoted by h = maxtft*). Consider the set of all polynomials of degree 
not greater than ft and denote its retriction to 0* by ft(ft*). Let 

Sj(0, l)=S{«»K€ft(( l ' ) ,e = l na)nH (7) 

K»(o,i) = KK€P,(n«),eSBi n„}ntf0 (8) 
where uê is the restriction of «A to element e. 

lhe standard Gakrkin method consists of finding a* € S$(0,1) 
such that 

l l 

J a'»*»* At + y , « , n M t » , . d . = 0 Vi* € VftO,1) (9) 
o o 

Depending on the value of a = * Ja*/(6«*) the Galerkin fbnnulation may 
perform very poorly. To make precise this statement consider a uniform 
mesh, and let «/ denote the nodal value of the approximate solution at 
an arbitrary interior node / . Employing piecewise linear shape functions, 
Le., k m 1, the 7-th equation of (9) is 

(1 - a)«/-j - 2(1 + 2a)«/ + (1 - a )« / + 1 « 0 (10) 

The general difference solution of (10) is of the form 

ufcr1 (11) 

i 
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which when substituted in (10) implies in a second order equation in r 
with roots 

i-H.+yp+i.y-Ci-.y ^ 
1 -* a f i 

Note that both roots are positive if or < 1. However, fcr a > 1 both roots 
are negative and therefore by (11) the difference solution will oscillate 
from one node to the next! This clearly demonstrates a spurious behavior 
of the approximate solution as compared to the smooth exact solution 
(4). To overcome this serious drawback in the Galerkin method a method 
with enhanced stability characteristics was proposed in [1]. 

Consider the following Galerkin/Gradient-least-squares method 
(GGLS): Find uk € 52(0,1) such that 

l l 

o o 

+ 5 3 / (o'«fc - ***k,mm),mT{ir*Vk - e '»» , . . ) , . díl = 0 . 

Vn€K*(0 , l ) (15) 

where r is a positive parameter designed below. 

Note that selecting r = 0 reduces GGLS to the standard Galerkin 
method. The additional term enhances stability through the presence of 
<r3Ufc,*rcr3t;Air, which provides the method with better stability proper
ties with respect to the Hl semi-norm. 

The r-parameter is designed so that the difference solution is nodally 
exact. This has been done in [1] for linear shape functions in a uniform 
mesh. The following expressions were obtained: 

~ cc«h(Vjg) + 2 1 

* coei{i/fiã) - 1 ft l ' 

In practice we may employ an asymptotic expression for 4 given by 

1, « £ 8 
1 = 4 0.064a+ 0.49, 1 < « < 8 (16) 
- f1' s{0.0 

o < l 
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Figure 1 - Optimal and asymptotic values of the stability parameter 

In Figure 1 we compare expressions (16) and (16). 

3. THE MULTI-DIMENSIONAL MODEL 

Let ft be an open, bounded region of MP*4 with piecewise smooth 
boundary V, where n#<j > 2 is the number of space dimensions. The 
multidimensional counterpart of the model problem given in the last 
section is to find «(*) satisfying equation (1) in ft with sero value on the 
boundary T. 

Let J5T*(0) be the Hubert space of functions possessing square-
integrable partial derivatives on the ft domain. Let 

J3*(fl) - {u € El(fl)\u « Oonf} (W) 
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Let us consider a partition of O into n«i non-overlapping demento 
consisting of triangles or quadrilaterals for n»j = 2 and their generalizar 
tions for nti > 2. The set of all polynomials of degree not greater than 
k restricted to fl* (the element domain) is denoted by P*(0"). Let 

itf (ft) - {«*!«« € A ( < n « « i , . . . , *«i> n ir0(n) (is) 

The GGLS method is: find u* € Và*(íl) such that 

B{uh, vk) = l(v>) Vvk € V?(fl) (10) 

where 

B(uk, vk) = J(ff7ukvk + t7V«kVvh) <«+ i 
n 

+ £ / V(o*«»» - <*Aak)T • V(<r3vfc - €*£«*) rfft (20) 

M dfl + £ y V/r • Vfa't* - <*At,k) d0 (21) 
*M = / 

The parameter r is denned exactly as in the expressions of the one-
dimensional case, equations (14)-(16), with ft as the largest diameter 
among all element-diameters. 

In [1] an error analysis was done with <r and e constants and ( given 
by the asymptotic expression (16). Let us define the norm, ||| • |||, in 
which convergence was proved: 

IIMIP * » W + « V n l * + r\\a*Vvh - c'VAnfil (22) 

where || • ||* us taken element-wise. 

The main convergence result may be written as: 
Theorem 3.1. The error in the GGLS method converges as follows 
a ) I f a > l t b e n 

\\Wk-v\\\<oC{u)hh^ (28) 

b ) I f o < l then 
Ill«*- «111 Z<C(u)h* (24) 

Proof: See [1). 

1 
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S.1 Remaria 
1. The convergence of GGLS is optimal for any value of a. For or £ 1 

(<r'-dominated) combining the error estimate (23) with the defini
tion (22) indicates that the finite element error converges at optimal 
rate in Lt and in Hx. For a < 1 (('-dominated) comparing (24) 
with (22) indicates optimal rate convergence in the H1 semi-norm. 
In this case convergence in £j may be derived employing duality 
arguments similar to the classical Aubin-Nitsche's trick. 

2. The GGLS method is con$i$it%1 in the sense that the exact solution 
u satisfies (19). Consistency combined with the enhanced stability 
properties implies convergence of GGLS. 

9. The Galerkin/Least-squares (GLS) method consists in adding to the 
Galerkin terms the following mesh-dependent term 

(<r*uk - «*At,» - /)?(**vk - «lAt*) áíí (25) 
v 

where 7 is a suitable parameter. Notice that contrary to the GGLS 
method, the GLS method does not contribute in stabilizing the Hl 

semi-norm. The GLS method adds stability in £3, which is already 
under control by the Galerkin method. The idea of taking the gra
dient of the Euler-Lagrange equations and adding its least-squares 
form to the Galerkin method is due to the authois in [1] and it is 
the key to the success of the GGLS method for the model equation 
studied. This idea may be applied to other models in mechanics 
and it is the subject of our future work. 

4. APPLICATION TO HEAT EXCHANGERS 

Let us consider a tube of a heat exchanger with internal radius n, 
thickness 6 and length L. Let a cylindrical coordinate system be centered 
at the entrance cross-section. For the external fluid we may analyze the 
physical model considering its entrance in two ways: 
(1) Cbunterfiow or parallel 
(2) Transverse, with a 90° angle with respect to the tubes. 
In both situations, the thickness 6 is considered to be small so that we 
will assign the temperature along the thickness as the temperature at 
rt + S/2. 

Integrating the heat conduction equation along the thickness we 
obtain after some algebraic manipulations for case (1): 

mmlJL 
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where 
t = x/L Q<x<L; 0 < » < 1 
T(x) s= temperature in r,- + tf/2. 
K(X) = thermal conductivity of the tube material evaluated at (T/,'(a) + 
7}.(t))/l 
Tji,t = internal/external fluid temperature, respectively. 
#•',« = internal/external heat transfer coefficient, respectively. 

£V [(» + £ ) JW/.M + WW»)] 
f (at) = heat flux acroai the tube walls 

The boundary conditions are: 

m=TlM±liM, T(1) = MI+^Ü2 (27) 

Let us introduce the following nondimensional variables: 

„ _ rĵ co-6). afl,(o.t) >fl.(o.t), , . 

*.W=^i AM-^P. CM) 

(»i) 

»'(»)= [(l+i)í.(») + ÍK.)]i (32) 

«•[(1+5)*«"f+*wf] + 

z^W[( i+^)Aw-H (M) 

Substituting in (26) we obtain an equation which is form-identical 
to equation (2), with boundary conditions: 
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Note that for Hi » Ht or H, » Hi ani L»6we have small ratios 
for ea/<ra implying in the appearance of boundary layer». 

Due to the transverse flow for case (2) there it a ^-dependence 
for Tji,Tjt,Hi,H, and q, and therefore the problem becomes bi
dimensional. With appropriate choices of nondimensional variables it 
is possible to show in this case that the problem reduces to the same 
form as in equation (1). Similarly to the one-dimensional case, bound
ary layers will also appear here for L » 6, Hi » Ht or H% » Hi. 

To illustrate the technique in one-dimension, we tested it on a unit 
interval with 20 linear elements for a as l, 10 and 40 with <ra = 1 and 
/ = — 0.2* + 1 . The results are compared to the exact solution and to 
the Galerkin method h Figure 2. Note that the GGLS interpolates the 
exact solution while the Galerkin method presents oscillations for high 
values of a. 

Figure 2 - One-dimensional simulations 
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Our multidimensional example consista of employing a 20 X 20 mesh 
of bilinear shape functions on a unit square with boundary conditions: 

u(0, y) = u(z, 1) for 0 < *, y < 1, 

u(l, y) - «(*, 0) for 0 < *, y < 1. 

We take / = l,a* = l,e3 = 10"*. In Figure 3 elevation plots are 
shown for the Galerkin and the GGLS method. The spurious oscillations 
present in the Galerkin solution are eliminated using the GGLS method. 
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